E Waiʻanae

Tempo 138 BPM

A

G C G G7 C

C7

A-noʻaiia ʻo-e e Waiʻanae Ka piʻina i ka maʻulu o ka u-ulu-ku - i

G G A7 C D7 G D7

C7

Ka ʻiʻin-i i ka mai-le pi-li a-lo-ha Keʻalama-pua na i kamakani a-he

A-noʻai ia ʻo-e e Waiʻanae Ka piʻina i ka maʻulu o ka u-ulu ku-ku-i

G G A7 C D7 G D7

C7

Ka ʻiʻin-i i ka mai-le pi-li a-lo-ha Keʻala ma-pu-ana i kamakani a-he 3 3

D

G C G G7 C

C7

Ke welinamaika u-ka e Waiʻanae U-lu-we-hi i te ohoo kapa-la-i

G G A7 C D7 G D7

C7

Ka mo-e-na i ha-liʻi tea-wā-wa Ho-ni a-na i ta u-a ko-ni i ka ʻi-li 3 3
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